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Circuit Protection: Too Important  
to be an Afterthought 

Determining whether a circuit is 
adequately protected can require 
a high-level view of the electrical 

distribution system, from the fault current 
available at the source of supply down to 
the end device connected to the system. 
Circuit protection devices fulfil two primary 
purposes, namely, safety and reliability. 
Safety is assured by disconnecting the pow-
er in a circuit during over current, which 
eliminates electrocution and fire hazards. 

In addition, the right protection may be 
necessary to comply with agency stand-

ards for some end products. Ranging from 
the classic fuse to schemes for protection 
against electrostatic discharge (ESD), these 
solutions are proof that simplicity still 
produces the best results. Thanks, freako-
nomics!

You take care of things valuable to 
you, monetary or otherwise. You may 
take care of your first love letter the same 
way a Trekkie would take care of his mint-
condition Spock action figure. Closer home, 
the same level of diligent care is required to 
protect a small sub-circuit as in protecting 
a million-dollar sub-station. That is why 
circuit protection is immensely important 
(probably the biggest understatement in 
this article). Companies spend a lot in mak-
ing sure their investments are safe. After 
all, what good is a device that does not 
work long-term or has the temperament 
of the South African cricket team in World 
Cup knockout games.

Ashwin Gopinath, an 
engineer, is currently 
pursuing MBA in operations 
from Great Lakes Institute of 
Management, Chennai 
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Aspects of circuit protection
If you have watched the movie Inter-
stellar, or are aware of the infamous 
Murphy’s Law, then you know that, 
anything (bad) that can happen, will 
happen. Circuit faults can be gener-
ated internally because of problems in 
the system, or can come from external 
sources. The basic aim of circuit pro-
tection is to safeguard against loss of 
functionality, or degradation in per-
formance, without affecting the core 
functionality of the system. It has three 
key elements: protection against mains 
voltage and its variations, protection 
against lightning and high voltage 
transients, and protection against ESD. 

Internal problems can be due to 
over-current events such as a short cir-
cuit, or an overload current, and over-
voltage events such as short-duration 
transient voltage spikes or longer du-
ration over voltages. These faults can 
negatively impact sensitive electronic 
circuits, if not dealt with on time. 
External problems can include light-
ning interference, that induces surges 
inside the electronics; these travel from 
outside conductors on the grid to the 
inside of buildings and homes. 

Most products need all three pro-
tection schemes, and the intensity of 
protection varies according to applica-
tion. For example, if you are develop-
ing telecommunication products, your 
focus will be on mains and lightning. 
However, if it is a consumer product, 
the focus will be on ESD.

Srinivasa Moorthy, director, D4X 
Technologies Pvt Ltd, says, “Many 
times designers worry about the protec-
tion aspect after the design is complete 
and find out the problems only when 
the product fails in compliance tests. 
The key is to understand the compli-
ance and protection needs. It is usually 
a matter of deriving protection parame-
ters from the standards and implement-
ing protection as part of the design, not 
as an afterthought. In my opinion, the 
most forgotten protection is the protec-
tion of communication connectors of 
the product against ESD.”

Abhinay Patil, field applications 
manager - key accounts, Analog De-

vices India, feels that design engi-
neers need to perfect their workflow 
and not skip any aspects to ensure 
an optimum protection scheme. He 
explains, “There are certain interna-
tional standards that define the tests 
an electronics system should pass to 
be certified as an EMI/EMC robust 
system, something essential to most 
products made for the consumer mar-
ket. These tests include ESD, electri-
cal fast transients (EFTs), surge, radio 
frequency interference (RFI) and 
others. The design engineer needs to 
have knowledge of these standards 
along with the operating conditions 
of the product, interference sources 
and mechanisms through which the 
interference can get coupled into the 
system, and the impact of the inter-
ference on the system.” 

Patil adds, “Overlooking any one 
of these aspects can result in failure to 
design a truly robust system. Designers 
also sometimes fail to anticipate non-
ideal operating conditions and human 
errors (like miswirings). So a system 
that works well in the lab under ideal 
conditions may fail when installed in 
the field. Yet another mistake designers 
may commit is to design the protection 
scheme only for transient events, while 
ignoring possible steady state condi-
tions (like high AC/DC voltage on the 
signal or ground path).”

What is new in this field
Following the trend of going small in 
electronics, circuit protection has also 
taken strides in that aspect. New fuse 
technologies include constructions 
where voltage ratings and interrupt 

Reddit in the house
u/cynar on r/AskElectronics says,
There are four main things to watch out for:

1. Reversed polarity on the power supply. Swapping the positive terminal for the 
negative will kill many circuits. A diode will work but is inefficient due to both voltage drop 
and current loss. A p-type metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) is the 
best option, but is expensive and needs to be matched to your circuit to an extent.

2. Shorts/excess current. A short to ground can cause a fire in some cases. But even 
an overloaded circuit can either heat components and connectors or destroy these outright. 
Best solution here is a fuse or polyfuse (a fuse that resets itself once the problem is cleared). 
This might not save the chip but it should stop a fire. Again, the value needs to be matched 
to your circuit.

3. Over voltage. Not generally a problem, but can be in some setups, especially when 
dealing with spikes. A cap on the input power will smoothen out any short spikes, while a 
flyback diode will stop spikes from motors coming back into the control circuit. Sustained 
over voltage is best dealt with a zener diode between the positive and negative terminal. This 
should be valued so that it only breaks down when the voltage is too high.

4. Static. This is the most painful process in this regard. Your body can build up a 
huge static voltage in some situations, of the order of 10,000V or more. This will fry many 
components, even if only applied for fraction of a second. The best protection, in such a 
case, is pre-emptive grounding of yourself. Touch a grounded metal object before working 
on your circuit and give the case a good ground if you can. Also, keep components in 
electrostatic bags until use, if you can (particularly transistors or transistor based stuff).
u/Magnus0re on r/AskElectronics says,
There are a few more things to be looked out for:

On the power bus, there should be reverse polarity protection both on the power input 
side at DC plug/headers and circuit side rails to ground and over the regulator. Most of the 
magic smoke I have seen came from reverse polarity, so I wish more people would use 
reverse polarity-protection diodes and mark the polarity really clearly.

Ex-rated systems use controlled impedances and zener diodes to keep maximum energy 
in a sensor under control.

While working with digital signals, use isolation devices like optoisolators to eliminate 
ground loops and massive all-system failure, especially in systems where these cross 
boards have long wires or go into sensitive converters.

For all devices, as a rule, high voltages should be out of reach of fingers always. 
This also applies to high energies, like the energy stored in a supercap, just to be on the 
safe side. 
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ratings, that were achievable in larger 
form factors, are now being imple-
mented in smaller surface-mount 
devices. 

Additionally, in over-voltage pro-
tection, surge-handling capabilities of 
larger metal-oxide varistor products 
are now being achieved in smaller 
form factors, and even in surface-
mount technologies. 

A recent practice is to pack to-
gether sub-assemblies of a combina-
tion of two protection schemes. Nata-
rajan M.M., vice president for South 
Asia of Arrow Asia-Pacific, explains, 
“To overcome electrical over-stress 
(EoS) and to protect equipment from 
consequent damage, an innovative 
solution is brought about by hybrid 
micro-assemblies, also called inte-
grated product devices, in which two 
circuit protection devices, usually 
a combination of over voltage (OV) 
and over current (OC), are packaged 
together to provide efficient, cost-
effective and space-saving circuit-
protection solutions.”

Patil adds, “A digital isolator is 
a unique ADI product that helps to 
form an isolation barrier between 
two sections of the circuit, namely, 
the low voltage section (very sensi-
tive) and the other side that is fac-
ing the field (prone to damage by 
unwanted signals). A digital isolator 
prevents unwanted high-potential 
voltage from affecting the sensitive 
portion of circuit by creating a bar-
rier. Another impressive technology 
is our Latch-Up Proof multiplexers 
(MUXes).” 

He continues, “A latch-up is a 
condition where a low-impedance 
path is formed between supply and 
ground, causing excess current to 
flow, heating up the affected part and 
eventually burning it out. The MUX 
or the switch is typically the first 
element to get exposed in a signal/
data-acquisition system, so one of the 
ways to protect the circuit is to make 
this MUX as robust as possible. We 
do this by using a circuit-design tech-
nique known as trench isolation.”

Listen up, you 
It has been mentioned umpteen times 
that circuit protection is extremely 
critical. Let us make that umpteen 
plus one, with this take by Tim Patel, 
technical marketing manager, Electron-
ics Business Unit, Littelfuse, “Circuit 
protection is a critical part of design; 
it should not be an afterthought. You 
need to anticipate what faults can 
occur, what can cause reliability is-
sues, what faults can come into the 
system that can cause surge events, 
how a short-circuit event occurs, and 
what will happen if you do not protect 
against it. You may need to redo the 
board layout, costing money and lost 
development time. You may end up 
with a less-than-optimal protection 
device or location, which results in 
functional failures, poor reliability and 
safety issues such as shock or fire.”

He adds, “Let me tell you a story. 
Smartphone and tablet industries have 
evolved so much that chargers are now 
directly connected to the wall; the wire 
is just a USB cable. Any short-circuit 
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condition in wall-mount chargers will 
come directly from the wall into that 
charger. It is a very dangerous ap-
plication if you do not have adequate 
circuit protection. The charger can 
explode, catch fire or put the other 
chargers bundled next to it on fire. To 
solve this potentially dangerous issue, 
a very small form factor axial fuse is 
placed inside wall-mount chargers. 
This is how changing form factors of 
end devices force small form factors 
for protection devices, too.”

Some golden rules to live by
If you have read up to this point, 
then you need not be told that 
circuit protection is quite a can 
of worms. You essentially have 
to weigh up risk, cost and conse-
quences. In the end, though, you 
should not mind spending an ex-
tra ` 5000 on a circuit that costs  
` 100,000, as opposed to a circuit that 
costs ` 10,000.

I talked to a host of designers and 
they all had their own views on what 
the golden rules are, which must be 
followed. But within the chaos of 
opinion, some guidelines did appear 
a bit more inline than others. Read 
on to find out if you follow these fa-
vourite guidelines of your peers.

According to Moorthy, “Always un-
derstand the standards that the prod-
uct needs to comply with. This is the 
most significant input for a successful 
design. Take special care to note the 
environmental specs, in particular, 
humidity and altitude. Chances of 
ESD strikes are higher at low humid-
ity, which can result in complete 

circuit failure. Increasing chances of 
lightning at higher altitudes precipi-
tates the need for additional lightning 
protection to be provided to mitigate 
the same. I would also suggest work-
ing closely with enclosure designers, 
especially when the enclosure is made 
of plastic.”

Though nothing beats getting 
the required results in the lab where 
everything is hunky dory, there is 
a difference between theory and 
practical. If not installed properly, 
protection can end up damaging the 
thing it was installed to protect. As 
is now obvious, only the most thor-
ough understanding of the aspects 
of circuit protection will be helpful 
in making your designs safe from all 
harm. At present rate, adoption of 
ESD, EMI and other phenomena into 
circuit-protection tools will soon be 
complete and early adoption of the 
miniaturised protection devices can 
only foster future devices with even 
longer lives. Long live machines!

Little things to remember  
about little fuses 
In choosing the right fuse for a spe-
cific application, you need to know 
the environment in which the fuse is 
being used. There are several factors 
used to select the proper fuse.

One is normal operating current. 
You need to gauge how much steady-
state current is going through the 
system. A fuse has to operate with-
out unintentionally bursting during 
the lifetime of the circuit. Fuses can 
weaken over their lifetimes by tem-
perature cycling and by current that 

causes heating. This causes incre-
mental stressing of the fuse element 
and can cause brittleness of alloys. 
As a result, it can cause destruction 
of the fuse when it is not supposed 
to; this is called nuisance tripping.

The second factor is applica-
tion voltage. Fuses are sensitive to 
changes in current, not voltage. It 
is not until the fuse element melts 
and arcing occurs that the circuit 
voltage and available power become 
an issue. A fuse may be used at any 
voltage that is less than its voltage 
rating without being detrimental to 
its fusing characteristics.

The third factor is ambient temper-
ature, which can affect the fuse’s reli-
ability. Current-carrying-capacity tests 
of fuses are performed at 25°C and 
will be affected by changes in ambient 
temperature. The higher the ambient 
temperature, the hotter the fuse will 
operate and the shorter its life. Practi-
cal experience indicates, fuses at room 
temperature should last indefinitely, if 
operated at no more than 75 per cent 
of the catalogue fuse rating.

The next factor is maximum-fault 
or short-circuit current, also called 
interrupt rating or breaking capac-
ity. A fuse must meet or exceed the 
maximum-fault current of the circuit. 
The interrupt rating is the maximum 
current that the fuse can safely inter-
rupt at a rated voltage. During a fault 
or short-circuit condition, a fuse may 
be subjected to an instantaneous 
overload current many times greater 
than its normal operating current.

Pulses are another factor. Over its 
lifetime, a fuse can experience inrush 
currents that happen on startup. Elec-
trical pulses produce thermal cycling 
and possible mechanical fatigue that 
could affect the life of the fuse. For 
some applications, startup pulses are 
normal and require the use of fuses 
that incorporate a thermal-delay 
design to enable these to survive 
normal startup pulses, while pro-
viding protection against prolonged 
overloads. It is important to define 
the startup pulse and then compare 
it to the fuse’s time-current curve. 
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